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Abstract 
Elements of correspondence (“coincidences”) between a student’s solutions to an assigned set of 
quantitative problems and the solutions manual for the course textbook may suggest that the stu-
dent copied the work from an illicit source. Plagiarism of this kind, which occurs primarily in fields 
such as the natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics, is often difficult to establish. This pa-
per derives an expression for the probability that alleged coincidences in a student’s paper could 
be attributable to pure chance. The analysis employs the Principle of Maximum Entropy (PME), 
which, mathematically, is a variational procedure requiring maximization of the Shannon-Jaynes 
entropy function augmented by the completeness relation for probabilities and known informa-
tion in the form of expectation values. The virtue of the PME as a general method of inferential rea-
soning is that it generates the most objective (i.e. least biased) probability distribution consistent 
with the given information. Numerical examination of test cases for a range of plausible conditions 
can yield outcomes that tend to exonerate a student who otherwise might be wrongfully judged 
guilty of cheating by adjudicators unfamiliar with the surprising properties of random processes. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Cyber-Plagiarism and Why It Matters 
Numerous reports over the past decade by the news media [1]-[3], from private research institutes [4], in the 
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academic research literature [5]-[8], and in the literature for a general readership [9] indicate that academic dis-
honesty, especially in the form of cyber-plagiarism, has been increasing and is currently at an all-time high. Al-
though institutions of higher education have probably had to deal with student cheating since the rise of univer-
sities some 800 years ago, what is noteworthy about the current form and extent of academic dishonesty is the 
pervasive role played by computers, mobile computer-like devices like smart phones, and the Internet. 
In brief, portable devices linked to the Internet make it easy for students to rapidly search, download, and in-
sert into exams, homework exercises, and written papers the exact words or calculations of other people without 
attribution. In the matter of dishonesty in university-level courses in the natural sciences and engineering, im-
proper attribution of credit is usually not the only concern: the very act of submitting someone else’s solution to 
a problem is not just plagiarism, but a more serious form of cheating. Whereas plagiarism is a kind of intellec-
tual property theft over which academics may argue in regard to definition and importance [9], but which proba-
bly has little impact on the public at large, the pretense to knowledge by a scientist, engineer, or health specialist 
can lead to serious societal consequences later. For example, science students who get away with cheating 
throughout university may in the highly competitive world of professional science or medical research be 
equally disposed to plagiarize, manipulate, or fabricate data leading to fraudulent claims of discovery that waste 
public funds, foster bad public policies, and harm public health [10]. Thus, it is especially important that stu-
dents who eventually enter these critical professions should be educated at the outset to know the importance of 
intellectual honesty. 
Nevertheless, to many students, the vastness of the Internet, coupled with the perceived inability of an in-
structor to verify the originality of all submitted work, provides a sense of security that plagiarism or cheating 
will go undetected. 
1.2. Detection of Plagiarism as a Statistical Challenge 
This paper is concerned with assessment of the occurrence of plagiarism in individual cases of a kind that is 
more likely to be prevalent in the physical sciences, engineering, and mathematics in which assignments call for 
numerical answers or mathematical analyses with relatively brief written discussion, in contrast to assignments 
in the humanities and social sciences that often take the form of long papers. 
It is relevant to mention that in my own classes, which include technical courses for physics majors as well as 
general interest courses for students with little science background, I give both kinds of assignments. In the case 
where a paper is turned in that contains many lines of text plagiarized from an internet-accessible source, there is 
little if any need for statistical analysis. A student presented with the URL (universal resource locator) and on-
line content that was copied into his or her paper will ultimately admit to the source, since it would be ludicrous 
to argue that the hundreds of corresponding words in sequence came about by pure chance. (A specious argu-
ment that is made by students is that plagiarism did not occur because the copied text was referenced in some 
way, although never explicitly shown as a direct quotation.) 
More problematical, however, is the case where a student’s solution to an assignment suggests elements of 
correspondence with some other source such as the instructor’s solutions manual to a textbook. The term “ele-
ments of correspondence” is unavoidably ambiguous; it may refer to (1) brief verbal phrases occurring in both 
the student and textbook solutions; (2) the precise format of certain mathematical expressions such as use of a  
radical sign  instead of exponent 1
2
, or use of vertical fraction 
a
b
 instead of horizontal fraction a b   
common in multiple places to both student and textbook solutions; (3) the occurrence in the student solution of 
the same misprints found in the textbook solution; (4) the occurrence of identical diagrams or plots in both the 
student and textbook solutions, or a variety of other possibilities. This is a matter of perception by the instructor, 
for which, in view of the intrinsic uncertainty, a statistical analysis and probabilistic inference may be called for. 
It has been my experience over many years that few instructors, even among scientists and mathematicians, 
solve the correct statistical problem when faced with the perception of plagiarism of this kind. The correct prob-
lem to be solved is, in fact, a subtle one, with results that can be surprising to the instructor. The problem of as-
sessing whether plagiarism occurs under circumstances where the evidence is suggestive but not conclusive and 
where the student is adamant about his or her innocence is a vital one because the consequence of a false judg-
ment to a student can be disastrous. 
To be clear on the matter of consequence, here is what may transpire at a college or university in the US when 
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a student is accused of plagiarism. An honor panel or committee, comprising an administrator (e.g. a dean of 
students), faculty, and perhaps also several students, convenes to adjudicate the charge. The accusing instructor 
presents the case against the student; the student rebuts the accusation; the panel then decides the matter perhaps 
by simple majority vote. 
If the student is found culpable, the penalty can take the form of (1) a permanent or time-limited notice of 
censure on the student’s academic record; (2) suspension from the institution for a specified period of time; or (3) 
permanent expulsion from the institution. The lightest penalty (1) is often accorded for first offenses, but its 
consequences can be far from light. A censured student is no longer in good standing and may be denied aca-
demic honors at graduation. If the censure remains on the student’s record at the time the student applies for 
admission to graduate programs or for financial assistance through graduate fellowships, the applications will 
likely be unsuccessful since, after all, a graduate school or granting agency would hardly want to foster the edu-
cation of someone lacking in personal integrity. Moreover, if the censured student is a foreigner, failure to be 
accepted into a graduate program can result in discontinuation of a student visa, whereupon the student must 
leave the host country and return home in disgrace. In light of serious potential consequences to a student, the 
reader can appreciate how critical it is that an honor panel reaches the correct decision. 
Different institutions have different protocols, but the foregoing summary is representative. Also characteris-
tic of the procedure is that participants in the honor panels are sought broadly from all faculties of the university 
and need have no special training or even rudimentary familiarity with probability, statistics, and methods of in-
ferential reasoning. Although administrators, faculty, and students of a university would probably look upon this 
“diversity” as a laudatory feature of the democratic process, it is also the feature most likely to lead to what in 
statistical language is termed Type I and Type II errors of judgment [11]. Respectively, these errors amount to 
rejection of a hypothesis when it is true and acceptance when it is false. However, when the accusing instructor 
and honor panel are ignorant of the fundamentals of statistics and inferential reasoning, not only is the test of the 
hypothesis likely to be flawed, but the hypothesis itself that is at issue is likely to be the wrong one. These points 
are elucidated in the following sections. 
2. Case Study of Plagiarism in a Physics Course 
2.1. Elements of the Case: Background 
The illustrative case to be analyzed is drawn from physics because the fundamental nature of that subject is the 
most compatible with the kind of plagiarism referred to in Section 1.2. The laws and principles of physics are 
reproducible statements concerning the physical world accepted without contest (at least provisionally, until 
demonstrated otherwise by experiment) by the vast majority of physicists. These laws and principles are re-
garded by physicists as describing the physical world and not the mental state of the physicists who use them; 
they are expressed through the language of mathematics, and their applications are preferentially mathematical 
rather than verbal. 
In applying these mathematical statements to solve a problem, a physicist or physics student may need to 
demonstrate that certain conditions prevail under which a particular law is applicable1, but in no case do the ac-
tual laws of physics depend on matters like politics, economics, religion, philosophy, or any other aspect of hu-
man culture involving potentially divisive interpretations and personal opinions. In other words, physics is a 
subject for which the corpus of knowledge is reasonably well defined, broadly accepted by practitioners, and 
very largely independent of cultural biases and opinions. 
The point to the preceding two paragraphs is this: In contrast to questions posed in disciplines that call for 
lengthy discussion, there are usually only a few appropriate ways to solve a well-defined academic physics 
problem and only one correct answer. There exists, therefore, a possibility for a significant degree of overlap 
between the sparse verbal and mathematical expressions in the solutions manual and in the exam or homework 
paper of a physics student, especially if the student is bright and answers questions correctly and in the most ef-
ficient way. The difficult issue to be addressed by statistics is whether or not such coincidences signify plagiarism. 
2.2. Elements of the Case: The Instructor’s Reasoning 
Consider the following representative case, which is an amalgam of situations I have observed: 
 
 
1For example, to use the “law of conservation of energy”, one must first show that the interactions of the physical system are invariant under 
time translation. 
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A student S turns in a homework paper with solutions to 10m =  assigned physics problems. The professor P 
observes elements of correspondence between the instructor’s manual and 5k =  of the student’s solutions. For 
purposes of simplicity, in view of the previous discussion concerning the brief, mathematical nature of a solu-
tion to a physics problem, no distinctions regarding probability of occurrence will be made among the various 
kinds of elements of correspondence. Nor will the number of such perceived elements in a particular homework 
problem matter. In this analysis, the only relevant quantification of alleged plagiarism will be the number k of 
solutions by S out of a total of m problems that P perceives to indicate cheating. I will refer to each such suspi-
cious correlation between a problem worked by S and a problem solved (or looked up in a book) by P as a 
“coincidence”. As defined in this article, therefore, there can be a maximum of m coincidences, irrespective of 
the exact number of points of similarity, which is intrinsically subjective, perceived by P. 
P then reasons (either subconsciously to himself or explicitly before the honor panel) in a manner like the 
following: 
“I could accept the possibility that S’s paper contained one problem with wording and equations similar to the 
solutions manual. But five are too many to be attributable to pure chance. Suppose the probability of a coinci-
dence between a student’s solution and the textbook solution of the same problem is 1 10p = . Then, since the 
m problems are independent, the probability of five such occurrences would be 5 1 100,000p = . This probabil-
ity—one part in one hundred thousand—is so small that it is highly unlikely for the coincidences to have oc-
curred by pure chance. Therefore, S must be guilty of plagiarism.” 
To members of an honor panel unfamiliar with probability and statistics, the preceding mode of thought may 
seem rational and convincing. But it is wrong on several accounts. 
The first error, known widely in forensic statistics as the “prosecutor’s fallacy” [12], is the mistaken belief 
that the probability of occurrence of a rare event is equivalent to the probability that the defendant is innocent. In 
the present case, P has erroneously conflated the probability that S did not plagiarize with the very small chance 
of an outcome of 5 coincidences in 10 trials. Expressed generally, the error is to equate the conditional probabil-
ity ( )P H O  of a hypothesis H given outcomes O with the conditional probability ( )P O H  of the outcomes 
given the hypothesis. The correct relation is given by Bayes’ Theorem [13] 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
P O H P H
P H O
P O
=                                 (1) 
where H is the hypothesis (referred to as the null hypothesis) that the student is guilty of plagiarism, and out-
come O is the alleged k coincidences out of m problems. Equation (1) can be re-expressed in the form 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
P O H
P H O
P H
P O H P O H
P H
=
 
 +
 
 
                          (2) 
in which a bar over a symbol signifies negation. Thus H  is the hypothesis that the student is not guilty of pla-
giarism. From Equation (2), it is clear that the conditional probability of guilt given evidence is not equal to the 
conditional probability of evidence given guilt, but depends as well on the conditional probability of the evi-
dence given innocence and on the prior probabilities of guilt and innocence. 
The prosecutor’s fallacy and an analogous specious argument known as the defense attorney’s fallacy have 
drawn attention of news media, especially in the UK and US, because of its association with sensationalist legal 
cases such as the Sally Clark cot death case [14] and the O. J. Simpson murder trial [15]. The prosecutor’s fal-
lacy, which can be thought of as an error of quantitative reasoning, is related to, but distinct from, a juridical er-
ror concerning which probability actually should be the focus of the honor panel’s deliberations. This point is 
discussed in the following section, which explains why a different null hypothesis must be adopted. 
2.3. The Correct Null Hypothesis 
Irrespective of whether P’s calculation was done correctly or not, P was pondering the answer to the wrong 
question. Implicit to this representative case study is that S had not admitted to any guilt, nor had any evidence 
been presented to prove guilt, apart from inferences drawn by P from a single homework assignment. Thus, in a 
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society in which the legal system puts responsibility on the part of the accuser to show cause, rather than upon 
the accused to prove innocence, it ought to be presumed at the outset that S did not commit plagiarism. Under 
that presumption, the pertinent null hypothesis, therefore, is that the coincidences observed by P occurred by 
chance. The correct statistical question, therefore, is not what is the probability of plagiarism given coincidences, 
but this: 
What is the probability ( ), ,P k m n p≥  that the homework paper turned in by S in a class comprising n stu-
dents can by pure chance lead to k or more coincidences out of a total of m problems, in which p is the probabil-
ity of a single such coincidence? 
In other words, in scrutinizing the alleged evidence for plagiarism, the accusing instructor and adjudicating 
honor panel must focus not on guilt, but on the likelihood that the observed coincidences could have occurred 
randomly. In the context of a criminal trial, members of a jury are ordinarily unequipped by experience and bias 
to think this way [16]—and there is little reason to believe that the diverse members of a university honor panel 
will collectively think any differently than a trial jury whose members are selected at random from voter regis-
tration lists and other lists of non-experts. This presumption is not intended to denigrate the intelligence or inten-
tions of members of university panels. Rather, proper statistical thinking requires proper training without which 
faculty panels are no less likely to make errors of judgment than have juries in courts of law when presented 
with misleading statistical arguments. 
Bayes’ theorem (2), in which the null hypothesis H is now (and for the remainder of this paper) taken to be 
that S did not plagiarize, can in principle be used to estimate the probability of S’s innocence given the evidence 
submitted by P. However, this is not a satisfactory way to proceed because it entails making highly subjective 
decisions regarding the prior probabilities ( )P H  and ( )P H . For example, if S had no prior history of pla-
giarism and one then set ( ) 0P H =  for the prior probability of guilt, that would lead to ( ) 1P H O =  irrespec-
tive of the evidence O, which would be a useless result since no first-time offender would ever be judged culpa-
ble. 
Alternatively, one might argue that the state of ignorance about S’s guilt or innocence is best represented by 
setting ( ) ( ) 1 2P H P H= = , but this raises various issues of fairness and statistical interpretation. Should the 
honor panel really believe that a student with no history of cheating would be equally likely to have cheated on a 
homework paper as not to have cheated? Moreover, it can also be argued whether the prior probabilities of guilt 
and innocence should refer to the particular student S charged with plagiarism, or refer instead to the (presuma-
bly known) statistics of student plagiarism in the entire course or perhaps within the entire university. Finally, 
apart from numerical considerations, there is a procedural issue as to whether or not the honor panel, during its 
hearings and subsequent deliberations, may even be permitted to consider the matter of a student’s prior reports 
and/or convictions of cheating, since this knowledge can prejudice the panel’s prior assumptions regarding guilt 
and innocence. Clearly, there is no objective way to set the relative weighting ( ) ( )P H P H . 
The primary purpose and accomplishment of this paper is to arrive at an objective probability function with 
which to infer whether a student may have committed plagiarism or not. As explained in the following sections, 
this is achieved through use of the principle of maximum entropy (PME), which furnishes a probability distribu-
tion, based only on known information, that the observed elements of correspondence between a student’s paper 
and the instructor’s answer book could have occurred by chance. Subjectivity enters the process only at the 
endpoint where the honor panel must decide how to use this probability. 
2.4. The Correct Solution—Part I: Scoring Coincidences 
The problem raised in the case study of this paper calls for a statistical evaluation of the significance of coinci-
dences. The term “coincidence” as defined here is consistent with, although more narrowly focused than, the use 
of the term by Diaconis and Mosteller [17] in their summary and extension of methods for analyzing coinci-
dences pioneered by eminent biologist and statistician R.A. Fisher [18]. The Fisherian methods highlighted in 
[18], which dealt primarily with tests of extrasensory perception and an elaboration of the standard probability 
model known as the birthday problem [19], are not particularly suitable to the present case study concerning 
plagiarism among university science students. 
What is noteworthy, however, is Fisher’s use as early as 1924 of − log p  as the value by which to score 
coincidences. It will be seen in the following two sections, which conclude the solution begun in this section, 
that an alternative quantity log p p− , related to entropy in physics and information in communication theory, 
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actually plays a more useful role in determining the most unbiased probability distribution for interpreting the 
significance of coincidences. 
Also interesting from a historical perspective is that the method of analysis employed here to assess the prob-
ability of coincidences likewise draws its inspiration from a distribution initially introduced by Fisher [20], but 
for reasons entirely different from those in [18]—namely, to test for statistical significance in harmonic analysis. 
Modern developments of this procedure have seen application in testing the power spectrum of radioactive nuc-
lear decay for randomness [21] and in tests of coincidences [22] such as flawed readings of power company 
electric meters that more closely relate to the statistical model known as a lottery problem [22] [23] than to the 
birthday problem. 
In the analysis of this section, the probability p is taken to be specified a priori. For example, in the (specious) 
argument of Section 2.2, the professor P instinctively adopted 1 10p = . For now, however, the value of p will 
be considered unspecified but ascertainable. Under the assumption that each coincidence between a solution in a 
student’s paper and a solution in P’s answer book has the same probability p, the probability ( ), ,P k m n p≥  
that a particular student in a class of n students has turned in a paper with at least k coincidences out of m as-
signed problems is obtained from the binomial distribution 
( ) ( ), , ,    1
m
k m j
j k
m
P k m n p p q q p
j
−
=
 
≥ = ≡ − 
 
∑ .                         (3) 
It then follows that the probability that the student’s paper does not contain at least k coincidences is 
( )1 , , 1
m
k m j
j k
m
P k m n p p q
j
−
=
 
− ≥ = −  
 
∑ .                             (4) 
Equation (4) therefore gives the probability that the student’s paper contains a number of coincidences rang-
ing from 0 to 1k − . 
Since it is assumed that the students in the class act independently (an assumption that does not hold when 
students are permitted to collaborate on homework, which is ordinarily not the case in university science 
courses), the probability that no student in the class of n students has turned in a paper with at least k coinci-
dences is given by 
( )1 , , 1
n
mn k m j
j k
m
P k m n p p q
j
−
=
   − ≥ = −      
∑ .                         (5) 
Therefore, the probability ( )1 , , ,P k m n p≥ , that at least 1 student in the class of n students has turned in a 
paper with at least k coincidences out of m problems takes the form 
( ) ( ) ( )1 , , , 1 1 , , 1 1 1
m m jj
j k
n
n
m
P k m n p P k m n p p p
j
−
=
   ≥ = − − ≥ = − − −      
∑ .           (6) 
Equation (6) is the sought-for probability function by which to test the significance of alleged coincidences 
signifying plagiarism under the circumstances outlined in previous sections. 
A graphical examination of the statistical content of Equation (6) will be undertaken in a following section, 
but first it is necessary to consider how to assign a reasonable value to the probability p. There are several ways 
this might be done of which the final method based on the PME is the most objective: 
Method I: p is simply specified by the course instructor based on his/her personal feelings as to what is rea-
sonable. In the hypothetical illustration of Section 2.2 (which reflects an actual occurrence), the accusing pro-
fessor was comfortable with 1 10p = . An obvious difficulty with Method I is that it is highly subjective. 
Method II: Calculate a value 0.05p  for p such that ( )1 , , , 0.05P k m n p≥ ≥ . In judging statistical signific-
ance, it is an arbitrary, albeit not necessarily unreasonable, statistical convention widely employed in science, 
engineering, economics, and other disciplines to designate the threshold of significance to be 5%. In other words, 
if ( )1 , , , 0.05P k m n p≥ ≥ , then the outcome is considered not to be statistically significant—i.e. the null hypo-
thesis (which, as argued in Section 2.3, is that S did not commit plagiarism) cannot be discarded on the basis of 
the coincidences alleged by P. One then decides whether 0.05p  is reasonable or unreasonable for the given 
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conditions ( ), ,k m n . 
A difficulty with Method II is that, like Method I, it is also highly subjective. The value of p is obtained from 
an arbitrary statistical threshold, which could have been set differently. Therefore 0.05p , or any other value pα  
based on some threshold condition ( )1 , , , %P k m n p α≥ ≥ , cannot in general represent the true probability of 
coincidence p which would result from a proper statistical sample of all submitted homework solutions. A 
second difficulty is that the method yields a single probability value pα  and not a distribution from which a 
statistical uncertainty in the value pα  can be determined. 
Method III: Use the principle of maximum entropy (PME) to determine the distribution of p. The PME yields 
the least biased probability distribution consistent with known information. Moreover, since the procedure yields 
a distribution function and not merely an arbitrary value of p, one can determine the uncertainty (e.g. variance) 
and other statistical moments. An explanation of the method is given in the following section. 
2.5. The Principle of Maximum Entropy (PME) 
The term “entropy” in physics (derived from the Greek root for “change”), together with “energy” (derived from 
the Greek root for “work”), is a seminal concept in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. It is beyond the 
scope of this article to explain in detail the various meanings and applications of entropy. (See, however, Ref. 
[22] for more comprehensive treatment.) Suffice it to say, that, whereas energy is a measure of the work pro-
vided or required by a physical process, entropy is a measure of the direction that the process can take and its 
maximum theoretical efficiency. 
Besides the association, known since the 19th Century, of entropy with physical processes involving exchange 
of work and heat, a connection between entropy and the concept of information was recognized by C.E. Shan-
non in the late 1940’s [24]. The problem studied by Shannon was to determine the maximum information that 
could be transmitted through a noisy communication channel. Given a message expressible by a finite set of 
symbols ( ), 1, ,jx j N=   with corresponding symbol probabilities ( ), 1, ,jp j N=  , the quantity of informa-
tion H, also known as Shannon entropy, is defined by the expression 
( ) ( )1
1
, , ln
N
N j j
j
H H p p p p
=
≡ = −∑p  .                           (7) 
Equation (7) bears a resemblance to the quantity (called “Fisher information”) adopted by Fisher to score 
coincidences. The two expressions for information have very different properties; the more significant quantity 
by far is Shannon’s H. 
It is demonstrable in equilibrium statistical mechanics (ESM) that the thermodynamic entropy (ordinarily 
symbolized by S) is equal to the Shannon entropy H up to a universal scale factor, i.e. BS k H=  in which Bk  
is Boltzmann’s constant [25]. One of the most significant developments in 20th Century ESM was the recogni-
tion by physicist E.T. Jaynes [26] that all the relations of ESM were derivable from a single variational principle: 
Maximization of entropy subject to observed properties of the physical system expressed as expectation values. 
Jaynes, however, developed the method beyond ESM to show that it represented a general mathematical prin-
ciple of inferential reasoning, not tied to physics, by which to derive the least biased probability distribution 
consistent with known information [27]. In generalizing the PME, Jaynes modified the form of the Shannon en-
tropy by inclusion of a Lebesgue metric Λ  
( ) ( )
1
ln
N
J j j j
j
H p p
=
= − Λ∑p                               (8) 
to ensure that the entropy (i.e. information) is invariant under a transformation of parameters. In other words, if 
the probability density function of a distribution is first characterized by parameters ( ), , ,a b c  and then, 
without acquisition of any new information, transformed in terms of different parameters ( ), , ,a b c′ ′ ′ , the in-
formation must remain the same. This invariance is maintained by the form of the entropy JH  because the 
Lebesgue metric jΛ  transforms in the same way as the probability jp . Jaynes [27] realized that the appropri-
ate metric for a given system is the prior distribution in absence of all information other than the completeness  
relation for probabilities 
1
1
m
k
k
p
=
=∑ . 
As a matter of terminology, it is important not to confuse the principle of maximum entropy (PME) with the 
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different, but statistically more familiar, method of maximum likelihood (MML) introduced early in the 20th 
Century by Fisher [28] as a method of parameter estimation alternative to use of Bayes’ Theorem. To apply the 
MML one maximizes the likelihood function, which is a conditional probability function, with respect to the 
unknown parameters to be estimated. To apply the PME, however, one maximizes the entropy with respect to 
the unknown probabilities subject to specified expectation values of system properties. The MML yields esti-
mators with certain optimal statistical properties relating to asymptotic normality, sufficiency, minimum va-
riance, and other features (see [11] [22]). The PME, in contrast, yields the functional form of a probability dis-
tribution with parameters (Lagrange multipliers) to be determined from the given expectation values. 
The PME distribution is least biased because it depends only on the given information and not on any sup-
plementary assumptions either explicit or implicit. For example, in the case of a sought-for probability distribu-
tion contingent on the expectation values of several independent system properties, the PME distribution will 
lead to zero cross-correlation of these properties. Distributions arising from variation of other functionals than 
the Shannon-Jaynes entropy (8) ordinarily give rise to non-vanishing cross-correlations of system properties. 
Clearly, if the given information did not include correlations among the system properties, then an unbiased 
probability distribution must not generate any. 
2.6. The Correct Solution—Part II: Maximum Entropy Probability of Coincidence 
The PME solution to a statistical problem employs only (1) the mathematical properties of probability and (2) 
whatever information is specified—i.e. has been observed—about the system at issue. Regarding information 
(1), it is assumed that the probability kp  of outcome kx  is a positive number 1 0kp≥ ≥  that sums (for dis-
crete outcomes) or integrates (for continuous outcomes) over all elements in the sample space to unity. In phys-
ics, this property is known as the “completeness relation” or referred to as the “normalization condition”. For 
simplicity of expression, the sample space is here taken to be discrete although the following procedure applies 
in both cases. 
If no other information than completeness is available, the solution to the PME variational problem leads to 
constantkp =  for all outcomes kx , where the value of the constant is determined by normalization. In other 
words, the PME solution simply reproduces the longstanding rule of logic described by such terms as “Occam’s 
razor”, or “the principle of indifference”, or “the principle of insufficient reason” [29]. 
In dealing with alleged plagiarism by a student, however, the accusing instructor P and adjudicating panel can 
acquire an important piece of information: the mean number µ  of coincidences between students’ solutions 
for the particular homework assignment and the textbook solutions—that is, the value µ  for all sections of the 
course if there is more than one. In this way, provided that plagiarism is not so rampant as to involve the entire 
course enrollment (which is highly unlikely, at least where the author teaches), the value of µ  establishes a 
number by which to compare, by means of the PME distribution, the significance of the number of coincidences 
alleged to be present in the particular student S’s homework. 
Here, then, is the formal problem to be solved: 
Statement of the problem: Find the probability ( ) 1, ,kp k m=   for the occurrence by pure chance of k coin-
cidences out of m problems given only the information: 
(1) Completeness Relation: 
1
1
m
k
k
p
=
=∑                                       (9) 
(2) Observed Mean: 
1
m
k
k
kp µ
=
=∑ .                                    (10) 
The functional 1H  to be maximized 
( ) ( )1 1 0 1
1 1 1
, , ln 1
m m m
m j j j j j
j j j
H p p p p p jpλ λ µ
= = =
   
= − Λ − − − −   
   
∑ ∑ ∑             (11) 
is the Jaynes entropy (8) (with Lebesgue metric jΛ ) augmented by known information (9) and (10) which is 
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introduced through Lagrange multipliers 0λ  and 1λ . The negative sign before the Lagrange multipliers was 
chosen by convention; the PME solution incorporating relations (9) and (10) automatically leads to the correct 
signs and values of 0λ  and 1λ . Because of the two supplementary relations (9) and (10), only 2m −  of the 
set of probabilities { }kp  are independent. However, by introducing the two Lagrange multipliers, one can treat 
the entire set of m elements as independent. 
As previously stated, the Lebesgue metric for a given system is proportional to the prior distribution in ab-
sence of all information other than the completeness relation. In the present case, therefore, one can set 
( )
! 1  
2 ! ! 2k m m
mm
kk m k
 
Λ = =  −  
,                              (12) 
which is a binomial distribution because there are m possible outcomes (i.e. homework solutions) with only two 
outcome categories (coincidence or no coincidence) for each solution, and the principle of insufficient reason 
assigns equal probability to each outcome in the absence of information to the contrary. 
Solving the set of equations 
( )1 0,    1, ,
i kk p
H k m
p
≠
∂
= =
∂
                                (13) 
to obtain probabilities { }kp  leads to a mathematical expression of exponential form 
1e kk kp C
λ−= Λ                                      (14) 
where the Lagrange multiplier 0λ  has been subsumed in the normalization constant C. It is worth noting that 
the Boltzmann distribution characteristic of ESM is also of exponential form because the supplementary physi-
cal information (mean energy, mean number of particles, etc.) comprises only first moments. Had the supple-
mentary information included both first and second moments (e.g. mean values and variances), the PME solu-
tion would be of Gaussian form [22]. 
Despite the appearance of the exponential factor, Equation (14) is not the probability function of an exponen-
tial distribution ( )1E λ  because the metric factor kΛ  also depends on the outcome variable k. Substitution of 
Equation (14) into Equation (10) leads to the normalization constant 
( )12 1 e mmC λ −−−= + ,                                   (15) 
from which it follows that 
( )1 11 e em kk
m
p
k
λ λ−− − = +  
 
.                                (16) 
Upon substitution of Equation (16) into Equation (10) and transformation of variable 1ez λ−= , one obtains 
after some algebra the relations 
,    1 mz z
m m
µ
µ µ
= + =
− −
.                                (17) 
Use of Equation (17) in Equation (16) leads to the final form of the coincidence probability distribution 
k m k
k
m mp
k m m
µ µ −  −   =     
    
                               (18) 
which upon substitution into Equation (6) provides the least biased probability function 
( )1 , , , 1 1 1
j m jm
j k
n
m
P k m n
j m m
µ µ
µ
−
=
     ≥ = − − −     
      
∑                     (19) 
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for judging whether the occurrence of k or more coincident solutions out of m homework problems is acceptable 
or implausible within a class of n students for which µ  is the mean number of coincidences observed within 
the course. 
It is to be noted that the PME solution (18) is actually a binomial distribution ( )Bin , Bin ,N p m
m
µ =  
 
 of 
mean Np µ=  and variance 1Npq
m
µ
µ  = − 
 
. The probability of a single coincidence, which is the binomial  
parameter p mµ= , is objectively and unambiguously determined by the PME. There is no subjective decision 
based on either an instructor’s instinct or use of an arbitrary convention. In retrospect, one might have guessed 
relation (19) at the outset based on an assumption that pk  follows a binomial distribution. The virtue of the 
PME analysis, however, is that it rigorously leads to the correct exact distribution without unnecessary assump-
tions or guesswork. 
The implications of Equation (19) will next be considered. 
3. Probability of Occurrence of Coincidences: Some General Features 
The simplest way to get a sense of the information content of Equation (19) is to examine a number of test situa-
tions graphically. Recall that Equation (19) is the probability that at least one student in a class of n students will 
turn in a homework paper of m solutions with k or more random coincidences with the instructor’s answer book. 
The mean number of such chance occurrences for this assignment in a population comprising all the students in 
the class is µ . If the assignment is common to several sections of the course, then the term “class size” refers 
to the entire course population. Figure 1 through 3 show plots of ( )1 , , ,P k m nµ≥  as a function of class size n 
for various threshold numbers k and respective means 1.0µ = , 1.5, 2.0. 
Figure 1 immediately shows that if the mean number of coincidences is 1 out of 10 solutions, then the proba-
bility of a student (i.e. any one or more students in the class) turning in a homework assignment with at least 4 
coincidences with the answer book exceeds the standard 5% statistical threshold (dashed line in the figure) in a 
class of 10 or more students. Ten students in a science course is a small number. A special-topics physics course 
 
 
Figure 1. Plot (solid line) of the plagiarism test probability ( ) ( ), , , 1 , , ,P m n k P k m nµ µ≡ ≥  
as a function of class size n for a course with mean number of coincidences 1µ = . The five 
traces correspond to different thresholds ( )k≥  of observed coincidences with 2,3,4,5,6k = . 
The dashed line marks the standard 5% statistical level of significance. 
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at the 3rd or 4th year level at a US liberal arts college might well have about 10 students. An outcome of 5 coin-
cidences or more exceeds the 5% threshold in a class size of 30 or more students. Thirty students is not unusual 
for an introductory general physics course at 1st or 2nd year level at a US liberal arts college. The corresponding 
class size at a US university could be well beyond 30, and easily exceed 100. 
If a set of assigned problems is particularly easy, as may be the case if the instructor puts little time into the 
task and uses the same questions from year to year, then the mean number of coincidences may be higher than 1. 
From Figure 2 and Figure 3 one sees that the probability of 5 or more coincidences out of 10 problems exceeds 
the 5% statistical threshold in a class size smaller than 10 for 1.5µ =  and in a class size smaller than 5 for 
2µ = . 
 
 
Figure 2. Plot description is the same as Figure 1, except that the mean 
number of coincidences is 1.5µ = . 
 
 
Figure 3. Plot description is the same as Figure 1, except that the mean 
number of coincidences is 2µ = . 
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An alternative way to examine the implications of Equation (19) is illustrated in Figure 4, which plots the 
probability ( )1 , , ,P k m nµ≥  in a class of fixed size n = 25  as a function of minimum (i.e. threshold) number 
of coincidences k for various mean values 0.5µ = , 1.0, 1.5, 2.0. A quick glance at the diamond plotting sym-
bols above the dashed 5% statistical threshold line, shows that for a “difficult” assignment with mean coinci-
dence of only 1 out of 20 problems ( )0.5µ = , an outcome of 3 or more coincidences by a student could be 
reasonably attributable to pure chance. For an “easy” assignment leading to a high coincidence mean 3µ = , an 
outcome of 7 or more coincident solutions by a student in the course could be reasonably attributable to pure 
chance. 
To return to the hypothetically constructed (but accurately representative) scenario of Section 2.2, an instruc-
tor, faced with a student paper containing 5 solutions out of 10 problems allegedly coincident with the answer 
book, judged the probability of the event to be implausibly low: ( ) 55 10 10P k m −= = = . Calculated according 
to Equation (19) for a course with 25 students and a mean of 1 coincidence per 10 assigned problems, the correct 
probability is actually much higher: ( ) ( )1 , , , 1 5,1,10,25 0.040P k m n Pµ≥ = ≥ = . This value is still below the 
standard statistical threshold of significance of 5%, but nevertheless 4000 times larger than the probability be-
lieved by the instructor to apply. If the course enrollment were larger by just 10 students, then the relevant pro- 
bability would be ( )1 5,1,10,35 0.056P ≥ = , which exceeds 5%. 
The point of examples like these is to illustrate how counterintuitive the chance of occurrence of random 
coincidences may seem, especially to people who have had little exposure to probability theory and statistical 
analysis. Indeed, I have found [22] [30], that the probabilities and patterns of random events can surprise even 
scientists and engineers trained in the use of statistics. 
4. Conclusions 
4.1. Key Points of Statistics and Justice 
Widespread occurrence of plagiarism and related forms of academic dishonesty facilitated by access to the In-
ternet is an increasingly serious matter at universities and colleges. While it is understandable that the faculty and 
administrators of institutions of higher learning will want to take strong and decisive action against perpetrators, 
 
 
Figure 4. Plot (solid line) of the plagiarism test probability ( ) ( ), , , 1 , , ,P m n k P k m nµ µ≡ ≥  
as a function of threshold number of coincidences k for a course of class size 25n = . The 
four traces correspond to different mean number of coincidences µ  observed in the course 
with 0.5,1,2,3µ = . The dashed line marks the standard 5% statistical level of significance. 
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it is also necessary to be mindful that false judgments can damage or destroy the careers of nonculpable students 
charged with plagiarism. This balance of judgments is particularly critical in cases such as may occur in the 
physical sciences, engineering, mathematics, and other quantitative disciplines in which outright plagiarism is 
harder to recognize than in the humanities and social sciences because of the greater possibility for overlap (i.e. 
coincidence) between the written work submitted by a student and the instructor’s solutions to the same prob-
lems. 
The analysis of this paper leads to a probability function by which to determine the statistical significance of 
such coincidences. It is to be emphasized that use of the term “coincidence” does not mean merely that a stu-
dent’s numerical answer to a problem coincides with the instructor’s answer. For an advanced course in a quan-
titatively rigorous subject like physics or engineering, an instructor might generally expect most students in the 
class to answer problems correctly. Rather, the term “coincidence” refers to unusually close elements of corres-
pondence between the expression of the student’s solutions and instructor’s solutions that might suggest illicit 
copying. 
The methodology of this paper addresses two seminal questions: 
(1) WHICH PROBABILITY? 
ANSWER: In the interest of fairness to an accused student who has denied culpability, the adjudicating panel 
should ascertain the probability that the evidence offered by the accuser could be plausibly attributable to pure 
chance. This emphasis is diametrically opposite to that of many trial juries in the US and UK [16] and university 
judicial panels which focus instead on the likelihood that a defendant is guilty of the charge. 
(2) HOW TO CALCULATE? 
ANSWER: The Principle of Maximum Entropy (PME) provides the most objective method of determining the 
probability distribution of coincidences consistent with known or readily ascertainable statistical information. 
Implementation of the PME entails maximization of the Shannon-Jaynes entropy ( )JH p  with respect to the 
set of unknown probabilities { }, 1, ,kp k m= =p   augmented by the completeness relation and specified ex-
pectation values of the system. The outcome of the analysis is that ( )Bin ,m mµ=p , i.e. a binomial distribu-
tion of order m (the number of problems in the assignment) and probability of coincidence mµ  in which µ  
is the mean number of coincidences for the assignment in question by all students in the course. The distribution 
of p  is then used to determine the probability (Equation (19)) that at least one student in the class of n students 
has turned in a paper with at least the same number of coincident solutions as that of the accused student. This 
probability can then be compared with a statistical standard of significance (usually, but not always, 5%). 
Note that a statistical threshold, whether 5% or some other adopted value, serves only for assisting the adju-
dicating panel to decide how to act upon the objectively calculated PME probability (19)—that is, for judging 
whether the resulting probability is sufficiently high to sustain the null hypothesis of random coincidences be-
tween the solutions of student S and the answers of professor P. Arbitrary thresholds of significance play no role 
in the calculation of the probability of coincidence. 
4.2. Reducing the Value of Plagiarism in Science Courses 
The PME calculation of probability provides an unbiased method of inferential reasoning in the absence of 
complete information. The interpretation of the statistical significance of this probability is the only point at 
which a subjective judgment enters. Nevertheless, there is always a non-zero chance that inferential reasoning, 
however, unbiased and carefully executed, may still lead to a false judgment. The results of this paper permit 
one to calculate what that chance is. To reduce that chance to zero, however, is not a matter of statistics, but re-
quires fundamental changes in the way courses are taught. I offer the following suggestions drawn from my own 
teaching experiences at all levels of undergraduate and graduate instruction in physics. 
Since opportunities for plagiarism will, if anything, only increase as more information, including solutions 
manuals to standard textbooks, are legitimately or illegitimately posted on the Internet, the most effective course 
of action is to adopt a teaching strategy whereby plagiarism confers no advantage. 
In my own courses, I inform students at the start of each academic period (of duration one semester where I 
work) that assigned homework problems are exclusively for their own benefit to help them determine to what 
extent they understand the concepts and examples worked out in class. Consequently, students are not penalized 
for errors in their homework, nor are they rewarded for solving problems correctly. Students are permitted to 
work together on problems and to use various resources, including the Internet, for assistance if neces-
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sary—although they are urged to try to do assignments by themselves first and not simply to copy someone 
else’s work. 
A due date is given for each problem set, at which time solutions to the problems are posted, and the next set 
of problems is assigned. The students’ homework papers are not graded, but may be collected to give me an 
evolving sense of how individual students and the class as a whole are dealing with the subject matter of the 
course. 
Students who turn in papers with solutions copied from the Internet or some other source reap no benefit in 
the form of points toward their course grade. The advantage, however, to students who have worked the prob-
lems for themselves is that they presumably have acquired a deeper understanding of the subject matter than the 
copiers and will perform better on tests that actually contribute to their grades. Under the conditions of a test, 
devices of all kinds (computers, mobile phones, etc.) that connect to the Internet are not permitted in class; the 
only auxiliary device students may use is a hand calculator. 
It is possible, of course, that a student who copied solutions from the Internet may nevertheless have unders-
tood the material well enough to get a good grade on a test. To an ethical “purist” who believes that no bad act 
should go unpunished, the thought of allowing a student who plagiarized an assignment, even one that is not 
graded, to escape judgment may be unacceptable. To this objection I can only reply that there is no practical way 
to prevent students from searching the Internet if they are determined to do so. An instructor can only take steps, 
such as outlined above, to ensure that copying from the Internet or any other source brings no reward. 
One final point: Besides tests, an important part of a student’s grade in nearly every science course that I 
teach is a written paper and associated in-class, computer-projected slide presentation of a topic pertinent to the 
course that each student researches during the academic period. Early in the semester, students are informed 
about, and warned against, committing plagiarism in their research projects. For assignments of this kind, which 
entail extensive research, writing, and speaking (in contrast to relatively brief mathematical solutions of quantit-
ative problems), the occurrence of plagiarism is usually readily discernable and easily provable even without 
formal statistical analysis. 
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